The School of Computer Science and Engineering is an incredible place of advanced academic learning and creative research. The School prides itself in producing exceptional graduates who are sought after both locally and globally.

We know that the students receiving these awards have a very bright future ahead of them. UNSW Engineering and the School of Computer Science and Engineering has the highest entry standards in Australia and the students we are recognising tonight are therefore among the brightest of the brightest...

Please join me in congratulating all of our award winners for their brilliance, patience and hard work, and we look forward to seeing them build on their achievements!

Acting Head of School,
Professor Sri Parameswaran
UNSW School of Computer Science and Engineering Awards

Amadeus COMP9322 Prize
- Ho Kim

Atlassian COMP2511 – 1st Place
- Nanway Chen
- Ethan Brown
- Tim Zhang
- Ya–Ting Chang
- Yifan He
- Emily Chen
- Ethan Brown
- Qian Ge
- Yu Liu
- Kenwin Yu
- Oscar Cowdery Lack
- Annie Liu
- Mike Liu
- Michael Zhang
- Chun–Chu Cheng
- Jessica Theodosius
- Emmet Murray

Atlassian COMP2511 – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

Atlassian COMP2521 – 1st Place
- Ethan Brown

Atlassian COMP2521 – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

Google Third Year Prize
- Nanway Chen

Murray Allen Prize For Computer Science
- Tim Zhang

Niel Van Der Westhuizen COMP4121 Prize
- Ethan Brown

Norman Foo Memorial Best Research Paper Prize
- Tim Zhang

Palantir Technologies Prize
- Ethan Brown

QuantumLinx COMP2111 Prize
- Tim Zhang

ROKT COMP2041 Prize
- Tim Zhang

The Anita Borg Award
- Tim Zhang

The Ben Rudzyn Memorial COMP2121 – Term 1 Prize
- Tim Zhang

The Ben Rudzyn Memorial COMP2121 – Term 2 Prize
- Tim Zhang

The Department Of Defence, Graduate Office COMP3331
- Tim Zhang

The Displayr COMP4931 Prize – 1st Place
- Tim Zhang

The Displayr COMP4931 Prize – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Displayr COMP4931 Prize – 3rd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Exablaze COMP3222 Digital Circuits And Systems Prize
- Tim Zhang

Imc Pacific COMP3121 Prize – 1st Place
- Tim Zhang

Imc Pacific COMP3121 Prize – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

Imc Pacific COMP3121 Prize – 3rd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Jane Street COMP3141 Prize – 1st Place
- Tim Zhang

The Jane Street COMP3141 Prize – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Jane Street COMP3141 Prize – 3rd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Jane Street COMP3161 Prize – 1st Place
- Tim Zhang

The Jane Street COMP3161 Prize – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Jane Street COMP3161 Prize – 3rd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Macquarie Performance Prize For Year 1 – 1st Place
- Tim Zhang

The Macquarie Performance Prize for Year 1 – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Macquarie Performance Prize for Year 1 – 3rd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Macquarie Performance Prize For Year 2 – 1st Place
- Tim Zhang

The Macquarie Performance Prize for Year 2 – 2nd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Macquarie Performance Prize for Year 2 – 3rd Place
- Tim Zhang

The Metamako/Arista COMP9242 Prize
- Tim Zhang

The Recruit Holdings COMP4128
- Tim Zhang

The Wargaming Sydney COMP3421 Prize
- Tim Zhang

The Wargaming Sydney COMP6741 Prize
- Tim Zhang

The WiseTech Global COMP4001 Prize
- Tim Zhang

Ryan Barry
- Tim Zhang

Matthew Turner
- Tim Zhang

Antoni Dimitriadis
- Tim Zhang

Kevin Zhu
- Tim Zhang

Trung Do
- Tim Zhang

Ramachandran Sundareswaran Kaniyur
- Tim Zhang

Harrison Scott
- Tim Zhang

Xue Zhong
- Tim Zhang

Sidney Pham
- Tim Zhang

Madeleine Abed
- Tim Zhang

Shaobo Zhuang
- Tim Zhang

Zac Kologlu
- Tim Zhang

Hayes Choy
- Tim Zhang

Mrinaank Sinha
- Tim Zhang

Xuan Yi
- Tim Zhang

Ramachandran Sundareswaran Kaniyur
- Tim Zhang

Oscar Winton Cowdery Lack
- Tim Zhang

Matthew Phillips
- Tim Zhang

Yifan He
- Tim Zhang

Zhenyu Yao
- Tim Zhang

Madeleine Kyng
- Tim Zhang

Brittany Evat
- Tim Zhang
UNSW School of Computer Science and Engineering Group Prizes

SENG2011 Prize – ThoughtWorks
Debao Jian
Jack Callander
Heather Cox
Richard Liu
Wei Chen

SENG2021 Prize – Macquarie Group
David Nichani
Junkuan Wang
Mitchell Johnston
Stephanie Gouw
Wan Hern Ching

SENG3011 Prize – Optiver
Andi Yao
Dennis Gann
Harrison Scott
Terry Agapitos

SENG3011 Runner up Prize – Optiver
Anqi Zhu
Amir Harambasic
Matthew Ta
Phalla Ratanak Kim
Ryan Barry
Usman Haidar
Surround yourself with people who challenge you, teach you, and push you to be your best self

Bill Gates